We investigate the ultraviolet (UV) behavior of two-scalar elastic scattering with graviton exchanges in higher-curvature gravity theory. In Einstein gravity, matter scattering is shown not to satisfy the unitarity bound at tree level at high energy. Among some of the possible directions for the UV completion of Einstein gravity, such as string theory, modied gravity, and inclusion of high-mass/high-spin states, we take R 2 µν gravity coupled to matter. We show that matter scattering with graviton interactions satises the unitarity bound at high energy, even with negative norm states due to the higher-order derivatives of metric components. The difference in the unitarity property of these two gravity theories is probably connected to that in another UV property, namely, the renormalizability property of the two.
Introduction
The fact that Einstein gravity is not ultraviolet (UV) renormalizable due to the negative mass dimension of the coupling constant κ prevents us from evaluating quantum gravity effects in a reliable manner. It is commonly believed that if a quantum field theory (QFT), including gravity theory, is renormalizable, scattering amplitudes of this theory satisfy unitary at high energy, and vice versa. This property has been studied in a few QFTs, particularly in (massive) gauge theories [1, 2, 3] . The same property has scarcely been studied in quantum gravity theory, for the reason that UV complete theories of gravity are poorly understood. Recently, the UV completion of the gravity from the viewpoint of unitarity on gravitational scattering has been discussed [4] .
In this letter, we undertake a study of the high-energy unitarity property in quantum gravity theories with supposedly good UV behaviors. In particular, we study the unitarity bound, which is an inequality related to scattering amplitudes and the necessary condition for unitarity [3, 5] , in R 2 gravity. Here R 2 gravity means the theory with R 2 µν as well as R 2 , also called higher-curvature gravity. R 2 gravity is shown to be renormalizable [6] , but the existence of matter fields would make the discussion complicated.
The theory has negative norm states because of the higher-order derivatives of the metric components. Although complete unitarity is not satised due to the negative norm states, we suspect that there is a relation between the renormalizability and the UV behavior of scattering amplitudes, i.e., the unitarity bound. We focus on the unitarity bound as a necessary condition for unitarity at high energies, and we study the elastic scattering amplitude in theories with gravitational interactions.
In the study of gauge theories of strong interactions and of electroweak interactions, matter scattering plays a vital role in unveiling the asymptotically free nature of the former theory and the renormalization property of the latter. We mean deep inelastic e-p scattering in the former [7] and neutrino scattering in the latter [8] . In view of these experiences, we begin by studying matter scattering amplitudes in R 2 gravity and compare them with the non-unitarity property of the scattering amplitudes in Einstein gravity. We will see that the matter scattering amplitudes satisfy the unitarity bound, even though the theory has negative norm states, suggesting that the addition of the R 2 term is one possibility for UV completion.
Summary of the matter sector coupled to Einstein gravity
We compute the matter scattering amplitude due to graviton exchanges. We consider the φ 4 theory coupled to Einstein gravity on a 4D Minkowski background. The action is written as
where R is the curvature scalar, κ 2 is the coupling constant with dim [κ 2 ] = −2, and m is the mass of φ. We use the (+, −, −, −) convention for the metric. The gravitational field is defined as the fluctuation of the physical metric, h µν := g µν − η µν , from the background Minkowski metric η µν . The Feynman rule for h µν can be found in Refs. [9, 10] . In the calculation of the elastic φ-φ scattering, we need the graviton propagator and the h µν φφ vertex. For computational simplicity we take the propagator in the de Donder gauge:
Note that scattering amplitudes are on-shell quantities and hence they should not depend on the gauge. The h µν φφ vertex is
where p µ = p 1µ + p 2µ , p iµ (i = 1, 2) are the 4-momenta of scalar fields (see Fig.1 ), and θ µν is the projection tensor for vectors on the hypersurface normal to n µ , defined as
The last term in Eq.(2.3) becomes zero, if p 1µ and p 2µ satisfy the on-shell condition. We consider the elastic φ-φ scattering We compute the amplitude M s (φφ → φφ) due to the s-channel exchange and express it in the Mandelstam variables s, t, and u:
The other two terms M t , M u due to the t-and u-channel exchanges are obtained from M s by the crossing relations s ↔ t and s ↔ u, respectively. The sum of the three terms and the contact term from the direct φ 4 -coupling is
We examine the unitarity bound of this amplitude in the high-energy limit:
Here θ is the scattering angle in the center-of-mass frame. Recalling that
in the high-energy limit, we obtain
Here we have set f (x) = 1 4
If the theory is unitary, the elastic scattering amplitudes M of two scalar fields are bounded by some constant C at all energies; namely, one can choose some constant C such that |M| < C holds at all energies [5] . The energy dependence in Eq.(2.10), M = O(s 1 ), means that the scattering amplitude exceeds the constant at some energy, and thus the matter scattering amplitude does not obey high-energy unitarity. It has been pointed out earlier that matter-graviton scattering amplitudes do not satisfy unitarity [10] . Both results are in accord with the fact that Einstein gravity is not UV renormalizable.
3 R 2 gravity coupled to a scalar field φ Four decades ago Stelle proposed R 2 gravity as a renormalizable quantum gravity [6, 11] . Perturbative renormalizability and the asymptotically free property have subsequently been studied [12, 13, 14] . R 2 gravity with matter has been studied by a power-counting argument [15] . The same question for the matter Lagrangian due to graviton one-loops has recently been studied [16, 17, 18] . In this situation of incomplete understanding of the UV properties of R 2 gravity, an investigation of the high-energy unitarity of the scattering amplitudes in R 2 gravity should be very useful. We will see that a study of the unitarity bound of the matter scattering amplitude already gives an insight into this question. The higher-curvature terms also appear as an effective gravity action from the closed string theory [19, 20, 21, 22] . A connection to scattering amplitudes in strings may also be implied from this point of view.
We recapitulate the R 2 gravity coupled to a scalar field φ. The action is given by
where α and β are dimensionless parameters of the theory, expected to be O(1). C µναβ is the Weyl tensor, i.e.,
and GB shows the Gauss-Bonnet term, i.e.,
The Gauss-Bonnet term is a topological term, and thus we can remove it from the action. Because of the higher-order derivative terms of the metric components, the Feynman rules for graviton are quite involved. For the purpose of computing the φ-φ scattering amplitude, it suffices to know the h µν φφ vertex and the graviton propagator. The form of the h µν φφ vertex is the same as that in the case of Einstein theory, Eq.(2.3), because the vertex stems from the matter parts of the action.
5
The graviton propagator is obtained in the usual manner,
µν,αβ :=
5 For multiplicative renormalizability, actually ξRφ 2 and the cosmological constant Λ are also required [23] . However, we drop them, since it is possible to verify separately that each term satisfies the unitary bound.
where
µν,αβ are the projection tensors for the symmetric rank-2 tensor to the spin-2 and (part of the) spin-0 components, respectively. Here, we only show the gauge-independent parts of the propagator, which are obtained by operating the projection tensor θ µν on all indices of the propagator with any gauge fixing. In the calculation of the tree-level amplitude, the result depends only on the gauge-independent parts. 6 The propagator in Einstein gravity is regained by setting α = β = 0:
which coincides with the projected propagator, i.e., replacing η µν by θ µν , of Eq.(2.2). 7 We can see the difference of the UV behavior in the propagators, i.e., the propagator in Einstein gravity is O(p −2 ), while that in R 2 gravity behaves as O(p −4 ) in the UV limit. Note that the coefficients of p 4 in the denominators for the spin-2 and spin-0 parts in the propagator (3.5) are proportional to those of C 2 µναβ and R 2 in the action (3.2), respectively. Hence, the C 2 µναβ term modifies the spin-2 propagator, while the R 2 term gives the correction to the spin-0 propagator.
We consider the same scattering as the Einstein gravity case, Eq.(2.5), due to graviton exchanges in the s-, t-, and u-channels of Fig.2 . The amplitude M s (φφ → φφ) due to the s-channel exchange becomes
In the Einstein gravity limit α = β = 0, this is reduced to Eq.(2.6). The t-channel exchange and u-channel exchange amplitudes are obtained from M s by the crossing relations s ↔ t and s ↔ u, respectively. We add these two and the contact term to the s-channel exchange amplitude (3.7) to obtain the amplitude M(φφ → φφ).
We examine the unitarity bound of this amplitude in the UV limit, i.e., s → ∞, with θ being fixed, (3.8) to compare it with that in the Einstein gravity. The scattering amplitude in the UV limit behaves as
where we have set g(x) = 1 4
It is gratifying to see that the amplitude (3.9) does not diverge, and hence, unless the dimensionless parameter β or (3α + β) is tuned small, it satisfies the unitarity bound at high energy, in contrast with that in Einstein gravity.
In deriving the asymptotic behavior (3.9) of M, β = 0 and 3α + β = 0 are implicitly assumed. The value of M in the limit of s → ∞ (as well as t, u → ∞) for i) β = 0 and ii) 3α + β = 0 can be computed with some care. We give only the results:
Here f (x) is defined below Eq.(2.10). We note that the amplitude M is divergent and hence the unitarity bound is not met for β = 0. This means that the unitarity bound is satisfied only if (R µν ) 2 is included in the gravity action. Hence, in the title of this paper, we called it (R µν ) 2 gravity rather than the usual R 2 gravity. Case ii) 3α + β = 0 is subtler. Though the UV behavior of the propagator is O(p 2 ) and is not good in this case, the amplitude M is finite (see Eq.(3.11)) because the O(s 1 ) terms in M due to the s-, t-, u-channel exchanges cancel, and hence the unitarity bound is met.
Discussion
We have demonstrated the usefulness of matter scattering in the study of high-energy unitarity in gravity theory. The scalar-field scattering amplitude M(φφ → φφ) in Einstein gravity is shown not to satisfy unitarity. We have shown that the matter scattering amplitude in R 2 gravity (R 2 µν gravity, more precisely) satisfies the unitarity bound, which is an inequality to be satisfied in any unitary theory. This is due to the higher derivative term in the latter theory, and could be related to the renormalizability of this theory.
For the high-energy unitarity of scalar-field scattering, the R 2 µν (or C 2 µναβ ) term is required. The R 2 term alone does not render the amplitude unitary. The C 2 µναβ and R 2 terms modify the high-energy behavior of the graviton propagators for spin-2 and spin-0, respectively. Hence, the modification of the spin-2 propagator is essential for the high-energy unitarity bound of scalarfield scattering to be satisfied. Even if the spin-0 part of the propagator behaves as O(p 2 ) in the UV limit, the total amplitude is suppressed by a constant. This happens since the O(p 2 ) parts of spin-0 exchanges in the s-, t-, u-channels cancel. This cancellation would be a generic property for the spin-0 exchange. The vertex for spin-0 does not have the spacetime index and thus the contraction of the spacetime index happens in each vertex. Therefore, the amplitude of the s-channel, for instance, should be a function of only s. If the amplitude is O(p 2 ), the amplitude of the s-channel is Cs in the UV limit, where C is a constant. The crossing relation sets the amplitudes of the t-and u-channels to be Ct and Cu. Then, the sum of the three channels becomes C(s + t + u) = 4Cm 2 , i.e., it does not diverge in the UV limit.
In this letter we have considered matter scattering in Einstein and R 2 gravity. We have seen that, from the viewpoint of the scattering amplitudes for matter, the UV behavior improves. Investigation of the matter-graviton or graviton-graviton scattering would be interesting for the following two reasons. Firstly, matter-graviton scattering in Einstein gravity is known not to obey unitarity [10] . It is an urgent problem to see whether the matter-graviton scattering amplitude satisfies unitarity in R 2 gravity. Secondly, R 2 gravity has negative norm modes because of the higher derivative in the kinetic term for the metric components, and thus it is not unitary. The unitarity bound can be derived with the assumptions of unitarity, i.e. SS † = 1 and no negative norm states. Now, R 2 gravity leads to the well-behaved amplitude for matter scattering satisfying the unitarity bound, even with the negative norm states of gravitons. It would be interesting to see what happens for the scattering amplitudes involving gravitons in the external lines. (We are now analyzing a higher-order derivative scalar-field model that is an analog to R 2 gravity [25] .)
We have shown that the UV behavior of the amplitude for φ-φ scattering satisfies the unitarity bound due to modification of the UV behavior of the graviton propagator. There, it is essential that the graviton propagator behaves as p −4 in the UV limit. This propagator with the higherorder derivative can be represented as
This corresponds to two propagators with opposite signs. Hence, a field with fourth-order derivatives can be equivalent to two fields with second-order derivatives, one of which creates negative norm states. The appearance of negative norm states is generic even if we introduce higher-order derivatives. Therefore, it seems to be inevitable that negative norm states appear in the theory with higher derivative terms. The only possible way to avoid this problem of negative norm states would be to introduce the infinitely higher-order derivative terms, such as φe −✷ φ [26] . The structure of the poles in such theories is very different from that in the truncated approximation by the finite order of −✷, and the propagator does not have additional poles due to the higher-order derivatives. This would mean that quantum gravity theory has infinitely higher-order derivative terms, such as string field theory. In string theory, scattering amplitudes are known to be finite, and the theory is unitary. Whether the finiteness mechanism of the scattering amplitudes in R 2 gravity has any similarity to that in string theory is an interesting question. However, there are a few apparent obstacles. String theory is constructed in 26D spacetime, whereas our amplitude due to gravity interactions is in 4D spacetime. Moreover, the complete form of string field theory including both closed and open strings is not known. It would be interesting to compare our work with the recent developments in string field theory (see Ref. [27] ).
It would be interesting to investigate how general the relation between renormalizability and high-energy unitarity is. One of the directions is the study of the relation to Lorentz symmetry. The relation in the case without Lorentz symmetry is confirmed [5, 28] . The renormalizability of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity [29] could be checked by examining the unitarity of the non-relativistic scattering amplitudes [30] . Computing matter-graviton scattering is possible and it will give a clue to the renormalizability question of Hořava gravity.
